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The- following appreciation of Sir Dudley Found

by Mr. A.V, Alexander First Lord of the Admiralty was

given in the 9 o'clock news tonight;

On the anniversary of the death of Lord Nelson during the glorious battle of

Trafalgar we have to mourn the loss of Admiral of the Fleet Sir Dudley Pound,

As in 1803 our country has been engaged in a long struggle for its preservation
against the assaults of the enemy and for the freedom of mankind. Then as now the

maintenance of sea. power was vital to our salvation.
Me have been fortunate indeed to have had a First Sea Lord an the loader of

the Royal Navy and Chief of Naval Staff of the calibre of Admiral Pound during the
most critical period of the history of the Fleet,

He came to the task in June 1939 with the advantage of a vast experience and
of the full confidence of his naval colleagues, straight from the command of the

Mediterranean Fleet in a troublous period during which he set himself to secure the
intensive training of the Fleet including night-fighting*

'within a few wrecks of his taking control we had entered the greatest -war in

our history, with our Prime Minister then -is First Lord, great tasks had to be

undertaken. The British Army and the Air Force personnel with their respective
stores and equipment -were safely carried to France, plans were put into operation
for the expansion of the Fleet from -which we have reaped the advantage in the last
two years.

The U-boat war commenced at once, accompanied by the further deadly menace of

the magnetic mine. An Expeditionary Force -was mounted in Norway whilst

maintaining supplies and reinforcements in France, 'With a change of Government I

was called upon by the Prime Minister to take charge of the administration of the

Admiralty in May 1940. Within two or three -weeks, -with France collapsing our

Army and Air Force personnel had to be rescued from France*

The magnificent Naval success of Dunkirk was largely due, to the drive and.
determination of Sir Dudley Pound in putting into operation the simple instruction

from the Prime Minister "The Navy will take them out". Then we stood alone with

the addition to our foes at sea of the Italian-fleet* Through the heavy attacks

from the air upon our shipping, the vast expansion of U-boat warfare, the menace of

the acoustic mine "and the supplying of reinforcements an d equipment to. the armies

in the Middle East, Admiral Pound never wavered. His resources were limited, out

his great staff qualities enabled him to appear to get as it were a quart out of

a pint cup.

As our resources increased, the spread of operations always appeared to outstrip

the increase, but Admiral Pound 1 s mastery of detail and. the skilful use of our ships

enabled us to come through. The extension of the war to the Far East,^ sending

convoys to Russia, and finally the mounting of the unprecedented expeditions to

North Africa, Sicily and ltd added enormously to the strain and himselv
the regular irking of 17 or 18 hours a day. He never spared, himself and never

’ a from us in the heat of the battle, but with results in

the war at sea like the slaughter of the U-boats and the surrender of the
nit fA beyond what he and I had dared to forecast in the dark days of 194O.
fleet, far beyond Sir has not long- survived his dear wife -who

It is a moving thought that Sir Dudley has not xuuo
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greatest Englishmen I have ever known; of affection ior a devoted
who had boon mv greatest support and inspiration for tnree and a half year ,

action for a man the greatest honesty and of character, who boro
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Shakespeare o

voice and Nelson* s , x.y.i ~

Miltons faith and Wordsworth's trust in this

our chosen and cha inless-land,
Been* us witness: cone the world against her,

* England yes u shall stand*
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